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What are they and what can organisations do?
Employee Resource Groups (ERGs) are
defined as employee-led, corporatesupported groups that are organised primarily
around a defined diversity or special
characteristics - such as race, ethnicity,
gender, sexual orientation, disability status or
generational differences.
They provide an opportunity to:

• Promote diverse voices
• Provide an open forum for the exchange of
ideas and aspirations

• Amplify different stories and points of view
• Promote cultural change
• Highlight important topics
• Improve internal communications

How should ERGs be set up and led?

Top tips:

Each ERG should have:

Plan Ahead – consider developing 3,6,12 month
plans that focus on contributing to the culture of
the organisation and improve visibility of the
network. Allow time for ERG leaders and
members to undertake their duties – within normal
working hours.

• A chair and Executive Sponsor - create the
role profile for the Chair role of the ERGs
and advertise openly for these positions

• A business case, set of deliverables and
measures of success - ERGs will represent
the views and interests of all employees
and contribute to the broader corporate
strategy

• Activity ownership, timelines and budgets –
to ensure the ERG strategy is moving
forwards, in parallel with day-to-day work
deliverables

• Regular meetings with sub network D&I
ambassadors – to ensure the ERG strategy
and initiatives are aligned to other ERGs,
other localities and the broader corporate
strategy

Visibility – provide a safe space where everyone
can share experiences and affect and change
policies. This helps to keep momentum and get
more people involved.
Shared Experience – sharing experience and
learning across all ERG’s facilitates an
intersectional approach improving the experience
of diverse talent and removing adverse impact.
Have broad membership criteria encouraging
people that share in the group’s defining
characteristic and allies
A Clear Purpose – ERGs are not responsible for
delivering the D&I strategy, although they add
much value as a critical friend. As with any other
strategy, the business leaders are ultimately
accountable for it, supported by the ERGs.
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Governance – an overview

Executive
Sponsor(s)

Purpose:
• Provides top leadership sponsorship
• Set the D&I vision, purpose and definition, defining minimum standards for D&I
• Anchor D&I Strategy within overarching business strategy
• Approves annual strategy and plan for Network group and sub-groups

D&I Lead / Team +
ERG Chairs

Purpose:
• Approval point for strategic initiatives and deliverables that will support achievement of the
D&I vision and setting of success measures for ERGs
• Ensure strategic alignment across all ERGs
• Share resources and collaborate for greater impact and best practice
• Establish project plans with clear accountabilities, timelines, budgets etc.
• Regular reporting and updates to key stakeholders to evidence success and progress
against the D&I strategy
Purpose:
• Serve as advocates and ambassadors for D&I
• Conduit for two-way feedback – being the voice for under-represented
communities and providing ideas / proposals for improvement as related to D&I
• Support the development and implementation of the D&I strategy aligned to the
overall ERG

ERGs and D&I Ambassadors

Core
Enablers

Values and D&I Strategy
Policies and talent
management
processes

Change
management and
communications

Leadership,
management, HR
and employee
capability

Data, metrics and
evaluation
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The Clear Company have been working to bring about positive change for 18 years and are recognised as global leaders of
inclusive talent management insight, training and technology. Established in 2003 clients such as Lloyd’s of London,
Highways England, Ofcom, The Civil Service, Co-op and PageGroup have taken significant steps on their inclusion journey,
becoming leaders in their sectors around hiring and ongoing talent management.

